24th Annual U.S. – Japan Symposium

Security, Growth & Innovation: Challenges and Opportunities for Japan and the United States

Monday, November 28, 2016 | 9:00 a.m. to 5:15 p.m. | Harvard Campus

9:00 Opening: Roger Porter, John Shane, Matthew Krebs, Shuichi Kageyama

9:20 Session I ~ International Security and the U.S.-Japan Alliance
Hoshiko Nakano, Ezra Vogel, Joseph Nye, Arne Westad

11:00 Break + Photo

11:15 Session II ~ Entrepreneurship in the U.S. and Japan
Hiroyuki Fukano, Dick Cavanagh, Mitch Weiss, Carl Byers

12:30 Lunch

1:55 Session III ~ Economics & Politics: Perspectives from the U.S. and Japan
Hiroki Inoue, Roger Porter, Sarah Isgur Flores, Robert Lawrence

3:55 Closing

4:10 Reception

5:15 End

Sponsored by the Mossavar-Rahmani Center for Business & Government
with the generous support of the Kansai Association of Corporate Executives
in collaboration with the Japan Society of Boston